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Nourish and revitalize your skin layer with your own handcrafted creams and lotions. ll end up being
amazed at how your products, which are both inexpensive and free of harsh chemicals, might help
promote healthy and lively skin.s specific requirements. You’ Explore how aromatic natural oils can
successfully preserve and shield your skin, and learn how to craft products that target your
epidermis’ Donna Maria shares her basic five-step way for creating fragrant all-organic body rubs,
facial creams, lip balms, moisturizers, and more.
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Lots of information for beginners I learned a lot reading this reserve. I am serious about making my
very own products, and Planet Soap is my business. The author also includes many great recipes
for skincare products. The fruit-on-your-face kind of recipes with ingredients like Soapwort Root,
Clays, EOs, Honey, Mango, Oats, Hydrosols. In the event that you wanted to go in to the business
of producing skin care products this publication is a great primer. In the event that you just want to
make a few things and experiment, you will quickly recognize that an investment in many products
may be required to complete the recipes offered here. I'll maintain this reserve around. These
recipes look like Donna Maria's favorite.. I am making products for quite some time now and always
like reading different books about producing products. Donna Maria is somebody I look up to in this
industry and I am fortunate to find out a good deal from her which book is a wonderful extension of
all the amazing resources she presents to handmade entrepreneurs. There exists a good bit of
versatility. It's chock full of accurate info and is presented in an exceedingly readable and user-
friendly method. Smells nice, good consistency, not as well greasy, I love it. It does have a lot of
helpful information. Five Stars This book is a wealth of information. In the years since the book was
first published, these substances flourish on the internet...there's not just one I haven't been able to
get. I'm so excited to truly have a new direction to experiment with for facial and body preparations.
Five Stars good book Great book with a lot of information on oils and . The initial section details
useful essential oils and extracts(like Ocean Buckthorn Berry), many nutritious plant natural oils(like
Tamanu Essential oil), and finally emulsifying and thickening brokers (like Vegatable Emulsifying
Wax).Then come the recipes. The first quality recipes are for lotions and lotions. It's an excellent
resource, and I liked reading it. The only trouble I acquired with the thickened creations was the
addition of some not so natural emulsifying ingredients I would choose not use (such as Vegatable
Emulsifying Wax).I don't know that I would recommend this publication to someone making their first
batch of beauty product. I like the simpler recipes with natural oils and butters I have already instead
of needing to purchase an arsenal of exotic stuff." Thus the next section:Pores and skin Elixers.
Wonderfully nutritious aromatheraputic concoctions to feed your skin layer and psyche. These are
the 50/50 oil and water dishes. How will you resist recipes like "Dry Epidermis Sundae" and "Dew
Drop"? This is my preferred section, even though there have been more recipes for dried out
epidermis than my oilier pores and skin.. The final section covers Aromatic Beauty Foods. The topics
of proper storage space and sterilization of the implements used are also covered. Great info, very
pleasurable read!.the list continues on.This is my new favorite skincare recipe book. I'm marketed.
My focus in this review is usually on the Creams and Lotions portion of the book. I love to try the
newest ingredients that analysis is certainly bearing out to end up being greatly beneficial for the
skin. If you want to make lotion from shortening and other grocery store ingredients, this book is not
for you. Be great to yourself and "Feed Your Skin". Still focusing on my dark spots. I've had this
publication since this past year, but I use it as a reference guide for my very own aromatherapy
business. Donna Maria is definitely a head in this sector and gives you the basics of aromatherapy.
The formulas are natural and wonderful for selling to family and friends! A very good reference for a
significant crafter I actually wasn't impressed with this reserve at first, but I came across myself
referring to it again and again. After renewing it from the library for the 3rd period, I bought my very
own copy. I right now understand where oils come from, how they're processed, which ones are
desired, and what they are useful for. I make soap, of course. Now I am engaging in lip balm and
lotions.. I already had most of the ingredients on hand, and found the dishes easy to follow, at least
the more basic ones. A digital scale is necessary here.Some of the recipes call for a daunting
number of ingredients. Some preliminary investment in products will be necessary for, say, coconut
oil, lavender gas, and other activities not found at the grocery store. We are talking about lotion



here, not really radioactive elements. I go through this book in only a couple of hours, took several
inspirational quotes and fresh ideas from it, and highly recommend it. There are parts that clarify the
advantages of each base oil and gas, so feel free to create structured on your needs. I would
however use the beeswax formulas. There are many free, simple recipes on-line. In that regard I
would say that book offers good guidelines, and not every recipe really needs each and every
ingredient. Even health-food shop brands can't begin to touch the standard of these elixers. On the
other hand, the author is seriously committed to beautiful products and here scent blends are
intriguing.. The advice is good and I produced adjustments despite the fact that I had never ... There
are many "formulas" but I didn't expect to have to create a basic formula to add to another etc. The
advice is great and I made modifications even though I had by no means done it before. Great
reserve with a whole lot of information on oils and great dishes how to make your own skin - care
products . Some New and Wondrful Recipes I've read a large number of books over the years that
use the same types of natural ingredients. You need to use certain products. Thought it could be
more in general information on how to rather than certain products you need to use to make the
creams and lotions sort of disappointing! Three Stars Its ok. Two Stars returned Good book This is
an excellent book with lots of information. Fantastic book! Donna Maria states herself that "just as
much as the addition of these ingredients raise the aesthetic charm of a product, it does nothing to
treat the skin. Donna Maria has uncovered and offered the newest aromatheraputic technology for
the house nuetricutical maker. Fantastic book! The one caution and the the reason why I became
popular one star is basically because many of the dishes have ingredients that are simply not that
common. I began making dishes immediately after reading through it! My skin is much softer now. A
leader in this industry!The book is presented in several sections..So when wonderful because the
elixers are, there's more. My lotion turned out very good. Some folks experienced trouble locating
ingredients probably like CO2 extracts, hydrosols, and waxes. I value her scientific knowledge and
also the variety of recipes.
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